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CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
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TRADITIONAL CONGRATULATORY CLAPLINE
Faculty and Staff of
Southern New Hampshire University
HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA CHI NATIONAL COLLEGE HONOR SOCIETY
(EPSILON CHAPTER)
SNHU is home to the Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Chi, the National Honor Society for liberal arts majors, which recognizes outstanding scholastic achievement, service, and character. Membership is open to liberal arts majors who have completed at least one half of the work required for a baccalaureate degree, rank in the top 10% of the class, and have earned cumulative GPA of 3.85 or above. Graduates wear blue and green cords. (Symbol: AC)

ALPHA PHI SIGMA HONOR SOCIETY (NU IOTA CHAPTER)
Alpha Phi Sigma is the National Criminal Justice Honor Society, offering membership to qualifying SNHU students with a GPA of 3.2 or higher within the Justice Studies, Policing and Law Enforcement, Crime and Criminology, Terrorism and Homeland Security, or Law and Legal Process programs. Members of SNHU’s Nu Iota Chapter wear blue and yellow cords at graduation, while executive board members don yellow and blue stoles. (Symbol: APS)

ALPHA SIGMA LAMBDA HONOR SOCIETY
Founded with the goal of helping non-traditional students connect and further their academic and career goals, Alpha Sigma Lambda is a national honor society recognizing adult learners who display outstanding academic achievement. Students must have completed a minimum of 24 graded semester hour credits at SNHU (with at least 12 in Liberal Arts/Sciences courses) and have a minimum 3.2 GPA. Graduates wear gold and burgundy cords. (Symbol: ASL)

DELTA MU DELTA HONOR SOCIETY (GAMMA NU CHAPTER)
Delta Mu Delta is an international honor society recognizing outstanding scholastic achievement among both undergraduate and graduate students pursuing business degree programs. To qualify for membership, students must display good character, have completed more than half of their degree program, achieve a GPA of at least 3.6, and be in the top 20% of their class. Members of SNHU’s Gamma Nu chapter wear gold and purple cords at graduation. (Symbol: DMD)

ETA SIGMA DELTA HONOR SOCIETY
An international hospitality management honor society, Eta Sigma Delta recognizes the academic and professional achievements of students pursuing hospitality management, tourism, and culinary arts degrees. Undergraduate students must achieve a cumulative GPA of at least 3.2, while graduate students must maintain a GPA of at least 3.5 to be eligible for membership. (Symbol: ESD)

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS
The National Society of Collegiate Scholars (NSCS) is a non-profit honor society established to encourage and recognize academic achievement. Emphasizing scholarship, leadership, and service, NSCS accepts members who rank in the top 20% of their class, achieve a cumulative GPA of at least 3.4, and attend a college or university with an active NSCS chapter on campus. Membership is for life and is by invitation only. Graduates wear gold cords. (Symbol: CS)

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF LEADERSHIP AND SUCCESS
The nation’s largest leadership honor society, the National Society of Leadership and Success (NSL, S) provides a step-by-step program to help build leadership skills among its members. To be nominated for membership, undergraduate students must have a minimum 3.0 GPA, while graduate students must have a GPA of 3.5 and have completed nine credits. NSL, S members wear gray and black cords at graduation. (Symbol: LS)

ORDER OF OMEGA
The Order of Omega is an honor society exclusively for Greek Letter Organizations, and students who display strong leadership, character, and academic achievement. To be eligible for membership, students must be a junior or senior enrolled in a full-time undergraduate program, actively participate in a Greek organization on campus, maintain a GPA above the average Greek GPA, and display good character. Order of Omega members wear white and yellow cords at graduation, while executive board members wear white stoles with gold lettering. (Symbol: OO)
PHI THETA KAPPA HONOR SOCIETY

Phi Theta Kappa is an international honor society that recognizes and encourages scholarship among students in two-year associate degree programs. Dedicated to developing leadership, fellowship, and service opportunities, Phi Theta Kappa members must have completed at least 30 credits (15 at SNHU) as part of a two-year program and maintain a 3.5 GPA or higher. Members wear blue and yellow cords or a gold stole at graduation. (Symbol: PTK)

PI LAMBDA THETA

The most selective honor society for educators, Pi Lambda Theta recognizes the academic achievement and outstanding disposition of education students. Undergraduate students must achieve at least a 3.5 GPA to earn membership, while graduate students must achieve a GPA of 3.9. All members must demonstrate exceptional disposition throughout their academic program. Upon graduation, members wear gold cords. (Symbol: PLT)

PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY

Psi Chi is an international honor society for psychology students and is designed to encourage, stimulate, and maintain excellence in the pursuit of academic achievement. Membership is open to undergraduate students enrolled in a psychology programs (major or minor) who have completed at least 45 credits (nine in psychology courses), have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.2, and have a minimum GPA of 3.2 in psychology courses. Graduates wear blue and gray cords. (Symbol: PC)

SIGMA GAMMA TAU

Sigma Gamma Tau (SGT) is a national honor society for Aeronautical Engineering. It was founded at Purdue University in 1953 to offer appropriate recognition to persons of superior scholarship, outstanding character, and professional achievement in the field of Aeronautical Engineering. Today the society has about 50 chapters and 29,000 members. Undergraduate students who are in the upper third of the senior class, upper quarter of the junior class, or upper fifth of the sophomore class are eligible for membership. The society’s constitution allows chapters to be established only at universities which have ABET-accredited programs in Aerospace or Aeronautical Engineering. (Symbol: SGT)

SIGMA TAU DELTA HONOR SOCIETY (ALPHA PI PSI CHAPTER)

Sigma Tau Delta is an international English honor society, recognizing academic achievement among students enrolled in English Language and Literature and Creative Writing programs. To be eligible, undergraduate students must have completed at least three semesters at SNHU, have completed two or more literature courses beyond General Education requirements, and have maintained a GPA of at least 3.3. Graduate students must maintain a 3.3 GPA and have completed at least 6 semester hours at SNHU. Members wear red and black cords at graduation. (Symbol: S)
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, TECHNOLOGY, & AERONAUTICS
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Associate in Science or Associate in Arts
* With Honors (GPA 3.500-3.699)
** With High Honors (GPA 3.700-3.849)
*** With Highest Honors (GPA 3.850-4.000)

Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts
* Cum Laude (GPA 3.500-3.699)
** Magna Cum Laude (GPA 3.700-3.849)
*** Summa Cum Laude (GPA 3.850-4.000)

The list of names published in this program is not an official list of degree recipients. Names listed here include those who have completed all of their degree requirements as well as those who are expected to complete their degree requirements by May 31, 2021. An official list of degrees conferred is maintained by the Office of the University Registrar.
The College of Engineering, Technology, and Aeronautics (CETA) is one of Southern New Hampshire University’s newest initiatives, underlining our continuing commitment to providing high-quality STEM programs. Our priority at SNHU is to provide students with the best possible learning environment. Top-notch faculty, advanced learning tools, and modern, cutting-edge facilities. The diverse faculty members within CETA bring with them a wealth of experience, including time spent designing videogames, serving in the armed forces, working as scientists and engineers. These faculty members help guide students through rigorous, hands-on curriculum as they spend time in the machine shop, robotics lab, aeronautics lab, electrical lab, wind tunnel, and other state-of-the-art tools available on campus. To us, success means students achieving their education and career goals—and we pride ourselves on providing them with the resources they need to do so.
Bachelor of Science

Alexandria Christina Atherton *
Nathan Richard Beaton **
Tanner Michael Beck *
Aaron James Bennett *
Jacob Daniel Bouchard ***
Jonathan Howard Bourdelais
Nicholas James Burleigh
Derrick Chow *
Oumar Cisse *
James M Crosby
Aaron Francis DeCarteret *
Rebecca Leanne Dubois ***
John Thomas Duggan
Sara Rose Einsmann
Jacob Daniel Frost
Michael Frye *
Bradley Jamerson George ***
SGT CS
Jeronimo GilThomas Charles Hanifan  CS
Timothy James Harper ** CS
Isaac Joseph Harrington **
Zhibin He
Elijah James Healy *
Christopher Holmes
Razvan Cristian Ionescu
Wesley Andrew Kane **
Maxwell Alfred Kent
Aidan Robert Koornneef **
Marissa Kulz
Chin Ho Mitchell Lam
Brian Robert McCarthy *
Noah Jackson McPherson
Dylan Merrill
Matthew Michael Monsour *
Gavin Myers
Finnian M. O’Connell ***
Megan Rose Paullis
David Preston Peek II
Robert Avery Pickup **
Darren D Ramirez
Alexis Marie Robarge *
Michael J Salvato
Samuel Elias Slotnick
Derek Edward Smith
Trevor J Snow *
Bethany Ann Spangler ***
CS
Jordan Matthew Stokowski
Samuel Jacob Stone ** CS
Jordan Christopher Szostak ***
Dean A Trahan
Keith Trotochaud  SGT
Ryan Waterman *
Jacory Murray Winslow
Collin John Wynn
ARTS AND SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

The mission of the School of Arts and Sciences is to educate students to live and work well and to be actively engaged in carrying out civic responsibilities. By connecting the humanities, sciences, fine arts, mathematics, technology, and social inquiry, students prepare for a community role that is as central to individual success as it is to a sustainable society. The School of Arts and Sciences delivers the General Education curriculum for all students in University College. Students of Arts and Sciences can pursue 18 different majors, 10 concentrations, and a wide array of minors. The arts and sciences curriculum serves as a gateway to many careers that already exist and prepares students for careers to come. Programs in the arts and sciences encourage critical thinking, empower students to try the new and dare the different, and help us understand the deepest forms of human expression. A creative mind is the highest recommendation for success in managing a complex world and living effectively in it.
Bachelor of Arts
Shenita A/P Suresh **
Keith Ryan Allen ** CS
Edin Benjamin Alves
Jailisse Violeta Arias ***
Emily Benson Tyler
Bergerson
Courtney Marie Blaikie PC
Kathryn Marie Boilard **
Alexis Leigh Boisvert ***
Lisa Marie Bourdages
Nicole Pauline Bouchard PC
Julia Marie Brau *** AC PC CS
Dylan Bridge *
Liam Murray Britton **
Emma Elizabeth Brown
Rachel Bruno
Nicole Marie Capuano
Addison Carder-Cannillo ** CS
Jenna Renee Carlson ** CS
Samantha Marie Chiodi *
Tabitha Lee Collins ***
Griffin Connor
Paul James Conticchio ***
Angela Marie Cooper ***
Taylor Nicole Cosgro
Madison Ann Covino * CS
Olivia K Crema
Judith M Cuveau ***
Marina Da Silva Martins Vallee
Zachary Paul Daniels *
Zerina Dedic
Taylor DeForrest
Natalie Louis DelGrazia *
Elaana Hirondina DePina Connor
Paul Desharnais
Tyler Douglas Dickinson
Samantha Marie DiSorbo * PC
Khali Jalaluddin Dombrowski
Olivia Anne Dorman *
Kayla Marie Dunton * S
Alexa Felix
Jeanny Jasmine
FitzGerald ***
Amanda Lee Flora
Rachael Ann Franco
Brooke Wendy Freckleton **
Harry Martin Gauthier
Jacklyn Samantha Gavin ***
Alexandria Marie Geosits *
Alyssa Ray Gilbert ***
Brittany E. Ginsburg
Madeline Alyssa Gomes CS
Maev Ann Grant PC
Kyle J Griffin
Alexa Ray Gustavsen * S
Erin Haaga
Thomas Eli Winter Hark
Jacob Mitchell Hunt **
Matthew Jaibur
Johnnylex Yasmine Jimenez
Sabrina Nicole Johns ** PC
Cameron Michael Jordan **
Tyler Hagen Jorgensen
Shannon Kathleen Joyce ***
PC O0 CS
Ryan Joseph Kelly *
Aubrey Rose King OO
Julia Kremer
Corey S Krochmal * CS
Danielle Marie Kwapien **
PC
Buju Lascaze **
Brittany Eve Lawrence **
Lance Paul Legere **
Savanna Levasseur ***
Rachel Levivier
Arielys Liriano Trejo *** AC
Holly A Lombardi ***
Samantha Longval **
Olivia Catherine Lyman
Jacob Thomas MacGown
Noelle Vanessa Magee
John Roger Marendes Jr. ** PC
Ashley M Marshall * PC
Coralie Michele Mathieu
Kiera Linna Joan McArthur **
Bryan McCormick *** AC CS
Branwyn Adia McDowell
Mason Patrick McGonagle *** AC PC
Elizabeth Mellen * CS
Anais Lynette Mercedes
Celeste Molle ** PC O0 CS
Lindsey Marie Montpelier ** CS
William Anthony Morales
David William Mozeliak
Crystal Marie Mumbauer *
Madeline Margaret Murphy
Lauren Elizabeth Nay ***
AC PC CS
Cori J Nicoll ** PC
Lindsey Anne Niemasyzk PC
Sophia Marie Noe
Fay Rachael Nynasara
Meghan Bridget O'Connor **
PC
Matthew Thomas Olive **
Liana Pachot OO
Lauren Elizabeth Parent
Daniel Warren Parr * PC
Samantha Passamonte
Samantha J Patterson **
PC CS
Jessica Payne S
Michael Thomas Phaneuf
Lauren Mary Poirier CS
Noah B Pottle **
Tyler Provenccher
Harrison Rylie Quinn
Allison Rachelle Rapoza PC
Joshua Douglas Reid **
Rosany Agaela Reyes
Shaina Mae Reynolds
Benjamin Shawn Richard
Karolina Elizabeth Rivas
Chloee Samantha Robidoux
Abigail Elise Roderick S
Cassandra Nicole Romeo
Adam Michael Salyer
Brenley Carmine Santilli *
Madison Mae Sarnoski
Michgior A Scarlett
Vivianne Golda Schill
Hannah Jillian Seltzer *
Taylor Suzanne Sewell
Sadichcha Shah
Stephanie Meredith Shangraw
William Joseph Silva *
Jordan Ramona Simpson
Amber Smith
Jade D Smith
Rebekah Soh Su Yi
Brianna Danielle Spratt ***
PC
Olivia Susan Strasser SC
Charles Leon Sullivan
Laurel McKinney Thyng
Rosemary Trautman
Lauren Emily Treitman * PC
Hailey Marie Tremaine ***
AC CS
Rosa Maria Valente **
Garrett M Walker
Kyle R. Watkins
Crystal Rose Whitcher ***
Branden Del Wilcox
Rachel Eileen Willoughby ***
Kyra Nicole Woodworth
Alex Robert Zannini
Yingchen Zhou ***
Karlee May Ziliak ** PC
Elena M. Zopes
Bachelor of Science
Thomas Gregory Allard ** LS
Edward Harold Ames
Jessica Marie Anderson
Laura Arbelaez
Mario Carlo Barassi *
Jacob Kyle Bartlett-Douglas
Brandon Robert Bartolucci ***
Hunter Steven Basil ***
Kaleigh Ayn Beck * PC APS CS
Kyle Christian Bernelle ***
Andrew Joseph Biron
Sullivan William Blair
Christian Michael Bonanno * APS
Daniel James Bourke *
Hannah Lynn Brennan
Heather Brisson *
Duncan Scott Britton *
Cory Edward Brown ***
Christopher Justin Cairns **
Julia Rachelle Camire ** APS
Renell A Clarence * APS
Sydney Lee Cofer *
Priscilla Marie Collazo
Erin Mae Collins ** APS CS
Victoria A Costa
Emily Patricia Critch
Abigail Chartier Crowell *
Ryan Daniel Crowley
Abigail Grace Dalton
Alysa Rose Dube *
Stephen David Dubois
Meagan Lynn Duclos *
Taylor Christine Dunphy
Julie Alexandra Espinal
Connor Joseph Fahie
Joshua Aaron Farmer
Ashley Savannah Faubert
APS
Joseph Rene Ferland Jr. *
Patrick Mathieu Gaughan
Juste Gavelyte *
Alyssa Gervais
Ashley Louise Hale
Brendhan Connor Harris
Ian Bishop Henderson * APS
Callie Heselton ** APS
Emily Kathryn Hills *
Siena Autumn Hoaglund *** APS
Julianna Rose Hromis *
Nicole Emily Iovanna
Joseph Dominic Knox
Nora Rosetta Knox ** PC
APS CS
Dana Nicole LeMay **
Matthew Lenox
Haillie Margaret Letourneau
Joshua Deering Libby **
Grace E Manley *
Riely Emilia Mann
Taylor Lee Martin *
Hannah Mary May ** APS
Nailah M Mays * APS
Philip Robert McPherson *** CS
Matthew Robert O’Connor ** APS
Jonathan K Pedro
John Hamel Pinckney
Casey G. Porter *** APS
Arriana A Pugliano
Lynneah Rabidoux
Quinn B Rallis **
Austin Nicholas Reihs
Christopher David Rizzo
Amber Lee Robichaud * APS
Christian Michael Robinson *** CS
Andrew Joseph Rollins ** CS
Reanna Romano
Shay Noelle Sauvageau
Kiara Senecal–Herring *** APS
Sebastian Sharonov *
Cameron Nathan Smith
Katie Snipes *
Yuhui Song
Joshua James Spaziano
Michaela Renee Stewart *
Daniel Vincent Sylvester
Matthew Jackson Turner
Elizabeth Joesphina Wagner
James Gray Walls IV
Jazmin V (Wentworth) Dupuis
Sydni Nichole Wolfendale ** CS
Benjamin William Wood * CS
The School of Business at Southern New Hampshire University prepares students for successful careers through a commitment to exceptional teaching of business fundamentals, a relentless focus on the competencies and workplace skills that distinguish high performers in business, and partnerships with businesses and organizations that provide our students with workplace experience and an understanding of today’s business environments. The basic knowledge in accounting, economics, finance, marketing, management, leadership, and operations that every business student must attain is no longer sufficient to succeed.

Students today need to be adaptable to succeed in a workplace where jobs that have never existed before are being created daily as new technologies provide opportunities and challenges. They need to understand the implications of a global marketplace that is fully connected and interdependent. And they need to approach every job as an entrepreneur, finding new and better ways of doing things. We pride ourselves on our exceptional faculty that provides a broad, relevant business education designed to launch our students on successful careers and lives.
**Master of Business Administration**

Sultan Akhter
Ahmed Hassan Alzubi
Melissa L Brunii
Luis Felipe del Pedregal Villalobos DMD
Hamza Doufaai
Sami Gliguem
Samantha Anna Hallinan DMD
Naoufal Jilal DMD
Sundus Lalouche
Yufei Qin
Taylor R. Sargent DMD
Lynne Marie Snook CS
Danielle Chase Tompkins DMD
Naila Umutoni
Matias Alonso Vargas Poulsen
Chao Wang
Adil Yilmaz DMD

**Master of Science**

Sai Uday Kumar Alaparthi
Noman Ali DMD
Saddam Alkhamaiesh
Emmanuel Ameh Ikoyi Audu
Saw Apollos Shwe Ba DMD
Abhishek Chandra Bachu DMD
Siva Kiran Badugu DMD
Kaylee Anne Cavagnaro DMD CS
Hari Hara Prasad Desu DMD
Harshavardhan Gali DMD
Raga Pranitha Gavulla
Caleb Gilbert
Nikitha Goenka
Lakshmi Sruthi Gottupalli DMD
Rajya Lakshmi Gudapati DMD
Jason Innerfield DMD
Ms Jeevitha Seetharama DMD
Supriya Karumanchi DMD
Jasleen Kaur DMD
Hemant Reddy Konatham
Keerthana Kopuri
Anjan Prasad Kundra
Akila Reddy Maramreddy
Sabrina Mimouni

**Bachelor of Arts**

Meshari Zainalabidin S Alhusayni
Imad Alsalloom
Xincheng Dong
Emily Duggan

**Bachelor of Business Administration**

Lei Bao
Jixiang Xu

**Bachelor of Science**

Jayahnissa A/P Jaya Velu
Daniel B Abreu
Mohammed Mane M Abu
Darahem
Nathan Adams ***
Abdullah Saleh A Alhendi
Owen Manuel Amigo * DMD
Colby Anderson
Gustaf Gerhard William Arfelt * DMD
Michael Thomas Ashley
Van Giai Bach
Kelly Catherine Baird *** DMD CS
Trevor J Ballou **

**Business**

Sydney Agnes Marran Barletta ** DMD ESD
Jackson Joseph Bator
Tatyanna Beckford ** DMD
Jordan Michael Bell CS
Rumaisya Raimi Binti Azman
Samuel G Blanchard * DMD
Ethan Connor Blevins
Alexander Boedeker ** DMD
Nicholas M Boucher ** DMD
Brianna L Boyd *** DMD
Seth Curtis Bridge * DMD
Connor Ripley Brown
Kyle Christopher Brown ** DMD
Bui Vu Thi Ngoc Anh
Jacob Stanley Butler *** DMD
Danyele Carpentiere **
Alexia Marie Cataldo ** DMD CS
Samantha N Chase ***
Amy N Che
Aharon Chesler *** DMD
Crystal Xue Ying Chew
Nadjib Chibout
Frank Chin
Michaela Olivia Choate
Chong Pik Chyung *
David William Clark
Allison Clarke *** DMD
Curtis E Clawson ***
Mikayla Lyn Cleaves OO
Maura Allish Coakley ESD
Olivia R Coco
Justin Patrick Coffey
Rose Pamela Colvin *** CS
Mason D Connor
Pamela J Connor *
Ashley Rose Corcoran **
Carter Charles Cormier
Olivia Leigh Creighton
Matthew Austin Crisci
Evan Michael Cronin
Cu Thi Thuy Hue
Alyssa Nicole Cucinotta *** DMD CS
Emily Cunningham ***
Megan Jamie D'Amato
James Daddario Jr.
Bancroft C. Daley
Callie Dauphinais ** DMD
Hailey Alexandra Davis * OO
Marryn Brooke Dennis *** DMD
Andrew John Desmond III
Nikki DiMario
Dinh Quang Huy
Doan Tuyet Nghi
Jacob Alexander Dolliver
Rose Donovan
Savannah Ivy Doran ** DMD
Faith Alexis Drisko * DMD
Devin Scott Duhaime
Braeden Hunter Dutille ** DMD
Elizabeth Leigh Dwyer *** DMD
Joshua Michael Eastman
Andrew Edwards
Jarrid Kyle Ennis *** DMD
Christine Nicole Porcionculla Ersando ** DMD
Adam D Fandel
Shiyu Fang *
Samuel S Ferrante * DMD CS
Aryanna L Fielding
Trevor Charles Fil *** DMD CS
Joseph Cosimo Fiorino *** DMD CS
Taryn Elizabeth Foley
Jason Gregory Foreman
Maddison Foss ***
Joseph T Fournier
Elizabeth Helen Freitas
Jordan M Frye *
Mattnew Gagne
Kyle Gregory Galloway *** DMD
Troy Gamache
Brandon Carl Gardner ** DMD
Joshua Gauthier ** DMD
Emily Jean Gelinas ** DMD
Andrew J Gervais
Briana Lynne Gilman * DMD
Joshua Gonzalez
Victoria Grace Goudreau ** DMD
Austin Blaine Grass
Chloe Sarah Griffin ** DMD
Miken Leigh Hannon
Erica Haradon * CS
Nicholas Robert Hartley
Francisco Hernandez Ramos *  
Nicholas Jeffrey Howes *** DMD  
Zhenyi Huang *  
Cole Michael Jacobsen  
John Marcos Jimenez  
Jackson Victor Lee Jordan  
Michaela Ann Julien  
Mohamed Hazim bin Kamal Nasir  
Mikaela Leigh Kan * DMD  
Nicholas Alexander Pipa Karas  
Ryan Christopher Kelley CS  
Rachel Elizabeth Kelly  
Shaye Rose Kelly * DMD  
Sheena Enriquez Kirk ** CS  
Zachary Michael Koch  
Stephanie Marie Korbani  
Andrew Joseph Kubasti *  
Chandana Lynn Kumar  
Jonathan Jaime L’Abbe  
Robert Michael Lagasse  
Devin F. Lambert  
Nathaniel Joseph Lambert ***  
Ariana Tamara Lampes *** DMD  
Autumn Brooke Lanseigne  
Taylor Lynn Lantagne ** DMD  
Kelsey Anne Larkin *** DMD  
Faith Laurenza *** DMD  
Ryan Christopher Layman *  
Andrew Carl Lazott  
Le Bao Trung  
Ryan J LeBlanc  
Amanda Deborah Ledger ** DMD CS  
Lee Yuet Ming  
Kayla Beth Leger  
Conner Joseph Leone  
Noah Paul Lewandowski *** CS  
John Paul Lien  
Lim Heng Yi  
Lim Jing Yen  
Lim Ken-Ian  
Lim Wei Zhe  
Monica Li-Wei Lin Lofgren ***  
Ryan Christopher Lowe *  
Luong Trung Duc  
Xanthin James Luptak * DMD  
Dylan James MacDonald  
Isabelle Delaney MacGilvary  
Colby Macleod  
Grace Helen Mage * DMD OO  
Amina Abdikadir Mahadi  
Anthony Maldonado Jr.  
Cassidy Rose Marcolini  
Alec T Marshall  
Richard Matthiasen  
David Vincent Maxim Jr. *** DMD  
Colin Patrick McBride *  
Jessica Rose McCarthy *** DMD  
Rachel Colleen McCully *** DMD  
Carly Aliese McDonough  
Will McKeever **  
Elizabeth R McLellan ** DMD  
Zachry McMann * CS  
Fallyn Alise Mele ***  
Brenna M. Merrins * DMD CS  
Johnathan G Merry-Carreiro ** DMD  
Jannik Mohr *** DMD  
Benjamin Michael Morin  
Andrew Robert Morrisette  
Matthew Scott Mundell ** DMD  
Kaitlyn Munroe ** DMD  
Gary W. Murdock  
Brian Wayne Murphy *** DMD  
Neal Patrick Murray  
Nicholas Paul Murray  
Chaimae Naanaj **  
Jaelyn Marie Nadeau *** DMD  
Thepan Raj A/L Nadharajo  
Austin J Nagle Jr.  
Jacob Eric Nelson  
Nguyen Duc Duy  
Nguyen Ngoc Huong  
Nguyen Thu Lam  
Nguyen Ngoc Linh  
Nguyen Thi Thanh Tu  
Alexander Phillip Nolan  
Anson Michael Nurnberg **  
Ronald William Nurse III ** DMD  
Franklin Ongwae Nyamwange  
Emily Oriuchi *** DMD  
Varsha Reddy Pagidi  
Riley Daniel Parent  
Kyle Piccoli * DMD CS  
Katherine Marcella Pigsley **  
Noah Ginn Pockoski  
Kristina Jane Poole **  
Sahitya Pradhan  
Julianne Pratt * DMD  
Richard Gearld Pulisciano Jr. ESD OO  
Justin Daniel Quinto  
Kelsey Kate Ramirez  
Hailey Marie Rand  
Kathryn Pamela Rand *** CS  
Xavier Nicolas Rashid  
Nathan Micheal Rasmussen  
Wazhma Raufyar *  
Alex Michael Ring *** DMD  
Victoria Grace Rizzitano ** DMD  
Cameron F. Rounds  
Katie M Roy OO  
Collette Nicole Ruelle * DMD  
Gyanna Lucia Russell * DMD  
Brianna Lynn Sawyer *** DMD  
Ashley Elizabeth Shea  
Amelia Grace Sheedy *  
Diana Lyn Shia *** DMD  
Jake Christopher Silva *** DMD  
Christina Nicole Sotis  
Kyle C Spencer ***  
Madison Mahoney Squires ** DMD CS  
Nicholas D.St. Angelo ***  
Maya L. Suarez *** DMD ESD  
Timothy Jared Taddia  
Mao Tanaka ** DMD  
Colin Morris Tanguay *** DMD  
Scott Robert Taylor *  
Ryan Arthur Therrien  
Dylan Thorburn  
Emily Teresa Thornton ** DMD CS  
Tyler James Tilton  
Spencer Robert Todisco  
Tran Thi Hue  
Tran Thi Thuyen  
Olivia Rose Trindade *** DMD  
Ben M Turner *** DMD  
Michael Jack Valnert ***  
Rachel Noel Varley *** DMD  
David Christopher Vecchiarello *  
Brian L. Visco  
Yang Wang  
Charles Wayne–Gerome Wellington III  
Elizabeth West *** DMD  
Gregory Wheeler ** DMD  
Wyatt John Wheeler * DMD CS  
Meaghan Marie Wile  
Danielle R Witham  
Wong Hao Chee  
Wong Meng Yin  
Sean Woodman  
Jacqueline Briana Woodward *** DMD  
Jenna Lee Worcester * CS  
Bridget Worster  
Brennan Davidson Wright  
Nicholas Wyman  
Taylor Lee York  
Muyan Zhang  
Rachel Catherine Zins *** DM  

Associate in Science  
Kristina Louise Costa  
Alyssa Rose Curran
Founded in 2004, the School of Education, provides undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral programs to more than 700 students each year. The School of Education is committed to creating a better tomorrow by preparing students to be knowledgeable, reflective leaders, responsive to the needs of a diverse society. The School of Education is strongly focused on teaching. Our faculty takes great pride in working closely with our students in a rigorous, practitioner based program that leads to teacher certification. We have built strong partnerships with schools throughout the region that are committed to providing extensive clinical experiences in classrooms for our students as early as freshman year. Our recently redesigned undergraduate teacher education program will allow our teacher education candidates to spend their entire senior year in a school placement.
Master of Education
Alice Donahoe
Matthew Govoni
Emily Grentz
Morgan Ireland
Erin Elizabeth MacLean  PLT
Laura Niedecker
Stacy Papp  PLT
Aaron Regis
Alexis M. Spadaro
Chelsea Vittner
Erin Woods  PLT

Bachelor of Arts
Madeleine Ashleigh Anctil**
PLT CS
Abigail Elizabeth Armstrong ***
Sarina JoAnn Arnold ***
PLT
Mikala Riley Ash *** PLT
Natalie Elizabeth Azzarito*
PLT
Erica Christine Beaulieu *
Mykenzie Raia Bishop
Kaylan Patricia Bouchard*** PLT
Danyelle Elizabeth Brasley *** PLT
Brandon Joseph Brown ***
PLT
Kiana Lee Brown *** PLT
Taylor Marie Caplis
Gabriela Rose Carducci
Natalie Carroll *
Sophia Alejandra Castillo **
PC PLT
Kaylie Renee Chasse *
Hannah Emily Crowell ***
CS
Joseph DiBartolomeo
Margaret E Dougherty **
PLT
Gianna Faragi *** PLT
Kirsten Eliza Fernandes ***
PLT
Brenna Kimberlee Field ***
Margaret Walsh Gilbert **
Mason Daniel Gilmartin *
Tori Lynne Grassa *** PLT
Lauren Alyssa Grimaldi ***
Elise Ellen Gutierrez
Camryn Michelle Hanninen *
PLT

Sabrina Paige Hayes ** PLT
Reese Irene Henderson**
Sarah R Hicks *** PLT
Caroline Grace Jablonski ***
Chloie Cynthia Janaro **
PLT
Casey L Johnson * PLT
Aliemma E Kanu
Haydn Elizabeth Kilty
Savannah Marie Kyllonen ***
Hailey Olivia Legasse ***
Bethany Marie Levasseur
*** PLT CS
Nicole Renee Manning
Starla Marie Marchant **
PLT
Erica Lea Markson *** PLT
CS
Kayla M. Marston *
Amanda Marie Mendillo CS
Allyson Abbruzzi Patterson **
Megan Petrillo
Chloe Elizabeth Robinson ***
CS
Amelia A Royal ***
Emily M Small *** PLT
Kaitlin Elizabeth Soucy **
PLT
Rachel Lyn Spellman
Kaely Lynne St. Onge
Shayla Lindsey Stickney *
Laura Rose Tempesta * PLT
Caylin Marie Viets
Caitlin Marie Zabielski ***
PLT
The School of International Engagement (SIE) develops and promotes global experiences through a wide range of academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular programming and offers high touch services aimed at meeting the needs of international learners, on-campus and at its overseas locations in Malaysia and Vietnam. The programs and services offered through the School of International Engagement foster a culture of pluralism and create environments where students are immersed with people, ideas and places that represent a wider world view. Programs and services are designed to engage learners in global perspectives, guide them to reflect on their place in the world, and position them to be active participants in an increasingly interconnected world.
Master of Arts
April Leigh Richardson
Xiao Yan Yu

Master of Science
Sarah Basim Abdulhussein
Al-Shaheeb
Chu Thi Phuong Hanh
Qiudi Shao

Bachelor of Science
Ching Weng Taun
Foo Khai Chuen
Jeewat Kaur A/P Jagdis Singh
Low Chong Xin
Nur Hanis Hidayah Binti Mazelan
Phang Yuet Khei
Congratulations to our newest graduates!

We are proud to welcome you to the SNHU Alumni Association, and honored to celebrate your accomplishments and the determination that got you here today. You’re joining the ranks of more than 155,000 SNHU alumni worldwide, a diverse and accomplished network of professionals, community leaders, and change makers.

Remember that your alma mater is here for you after you graduate, with a multitude of ways to stay connected to the SNHU community, from volunteering as a career coach to building your regional SNHU network to attending regional and virtual events.

Be sure to visit alumni.snhu.edu to update your alumni profile, leverage career resources, learn about upcoming events, access other great benefits, and find meaningful ways to continue your journey with SNHU.

With Penmen Pride,

John "JR" Ristaino '82
President of SNHU Alumni Association
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